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65 Years of Market Leadership

Whether you’re looking to rent suspended access solutions or to add to your equipment fleet, Spider has the product and service solutions available across the country to get the work done productively. Spider partners with the best-managed contractors in North America and beyond. Those owners and leaders demand reliability and they put their trust in Spider.

Spider Training Benefits:
- Hands-on training in rigging, inspection, fall protection and swing operation and rescue.
- Improves worker safety awareness
- Helps control accident-related costs
- Maintains OSHA compliance
- Saves downtime due to operator errors
- Prevents damage to structures from equipment misuse
- Projects better professionalism of employees
- Shows commitment to employee safety

UL® and CUL Certification
- 145 Factory trained service technicians and field support
- 24/7 technical support
- Complete in-house engineering support
- Fully integrated suspended access systems
- Global footprint to support international operations in several key markets

Access Sales, Rentals, Labor Services, Safety Solutions and Training

One Strong Team

Spider’s range of solutions puts workers on the large industrial and commercial projects safely and productively. As the acknowledged industry leader, Spider offers unparalleled expertise for any temporary, powered access application. From high-rise commercial buildings to industrial facilities such as bridges, water towers, offshore oil platforms, wind turbine generators, dam, power plants, nuclear facilities, and countless other critical infrastructure sites, Spider is the trusted access solution supplier for safely maintaining virtually any type of structure.

Quality-made in the USA

The Partner to Trust When the Work is on a Critical Path

More than 65 years of experience in moving people to where the work is and managing our own equipment fleet drive safety and productivity by providing better product designs and practical training solutions. Spider helps to bring your projects in on time and budget.
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可靠...全功能的代码遵循...值得信赖...经验丰富的

Reliable...Fully Code Compliant...Trusted...Experienced

Founder and Market Leader
- 25 Company Owned Locations
- Industry Specific Customizable Access Solutions
- Extensive Access Equipment Inventory
- Highly Specialized Global Design, Application & Support Expertise
- ISO 9001:2008 Certified

145 Factory trained service technicians and field support
- 24/7 technical support
- Complete in-house engineering support
- Fully integrated suspended access systems
- Global footprint to support international operations in several key markets

Tesoros Gold Mine Refinery
Martinez, CA

Project Scope:
- Provide access to allow access to access to access and repair the refinery's stack.

Internal Stack & Chimney Access
Project Scope:
- Provide access to allow access to access and repair the internal stack.

Lions Gate Bridge
Vancouver, BC

Project Scope:
- Bridge maintenance and repair
We strive to make you more productive in ways you value:

- Increased uptime
- Better productivity
- Lower total cost of ownership
- Safer operation for your employees

**Increased uptime**

**Better productivity**

**Lower total cost of ownership**

**Safer operation for your employees**
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**Fall Protection**

Safety is inseparable from elevated work and is part of our daily lives. For over 65 years, contractors have been depending on Spider to provide solutions that work safely and profitably. Our products have been thoroughly tested and certified to the most rigorous standards issued by OSHA and ANSI.

**Custom solutions, backed by after market support that is the best in the business**

**Taconic Narrows Bridge**

Project Scope: Custom engineered six foot wide on-board worker platforms supported by two 6” column supports. Spider’s modular bridge allows for three working levels.

**Suspended Scaffolding & Rigging Solutions**

From basket and platform rental, to permanent installation solutions, to safety and training, to specialty engineered products - Spider has a strong team of professionals, along with a national network of sales, service and support capabilities to provide you with the safest turnkey access solutions possible.

**Suspended Scaffolding & Rigging Solutions**

Meta North Railroad Bridge

Project Scope: Large scale access for structural repair of two railroad arches.

** meta north railroad bridge**

**US Capitol**

Washington, DC

Project Scope: Providing access to the installation of the American flag that serves as the backdrop for President Obama’s 2009 Inaugural platform.

**Glenn T. Clemens, Barge Capt West Paulut**

“I have just received another Spider basket on my offshore rig. I have ordered a Spider basket for every rig I am assigned to and use the Spiders very successfully. My first job offshore was on a spy ship named the Hughes Glomar Explorer in 1974. We were raising a sunken Russian submarine and had 2 Spider baskets onboard the ship for that mission. Thanks for 39 years of working with Spider – it is a great product.”

**LANDMARK**

**Metro North Railroad Bridge**

Project Scope: Custom engineered six foot wide on-board worker platforms supported by two 6” column supports. Spider’s modular bridge allows for three working levels.

**Fall Protection**

Safety is inseparable from elevated work and is part of our daily lives. For over 65 years, contractors have been depending on Spider to provide solutions that work safely and profitably. Our products have been thoroughly tested and certified to the most rigorous standards issued by OSHA and ANSI.

**Custom solutions, backed by after market support that is the best in the business**

**Taconic Narrows Bridge**

Project Scope: Custom engineered six foot wide on-board worker platforms supported by two 6” column supports. Spider’s modular bridge allows for three working levels.

**Suspended Scaffolding & Rigging Solutions**

From basket and platform rental, to permanent installation solutions, to safety and training, to specialty engineered products - Spider has a strong team of professionals, along with a national network of sales, service and support capabilities to provide you with the safest turnkey access solutions possible.

**Suspended Scaffolding & Rigging Solutions**

Meta North Railroad Bridge

Project Scope: Large scale access for structural repair of two railroad arches.